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INTRODUCTION

The armed conflict between Israel and the Arab States, in June
1967, has given rise to extensive humanitarian problems in spite
of the short duration of the war. In order to meet those problems, the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), which as early
as 25 May 1967 had delegated several of its representatives to Israel
and the Arab States, quickly set up an organization to alleviate as
much as possible the suffering engendered by the conflict and by the
occupation of certain territories.

Generally speaking, the ICRC, as the neutral agency of the Red
Cross acting in time of war to protect and assist the victims of hosti-
lities, was able to carry out its activities: the Geneva Conventions were
very widely applied and the ICRC delegates were in most cases able
to fulfil their conventional duties.

However, while the problems related to the treatment of the wounded
and the prisoners of war were settled relatively quickly, pursuant to
the First and Third 1949 Geneva Conventions, the same cannot be said
of those covered by the Fourth 1949 Geneva Convention for the pro-
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tection of civilians, a detailed and complex legal instrument appli-
cable for the first time in occupied territories.

As early as the beginning of July 1967, the ICRC informed the
Israeli authorities that in its opinion the Fourth Convention was
applicable and that the International Committee wished to examine
with them the practical arrangements for the application of that
Convention.

Whereas the Third Convention provided protection to several
thousands of prisoners of war, most of whom were, incidentally, in
Israel, the Fourth Convention was applicable to hundreds of thousands
of civilians living in the occupied territories on the West Bank of
the Jordan, in Gaza, in the Sinai and the Golan Heights. It was
therefore to the implementation of that Convention that the ICRC
directed its main effort.

One of the essential bases of the Geneva Conventions is the nomi-
nation of a Protecting Power or a substitute as the official body super-
vising the effective application of the Conventions. The States involved
never having appointed such a body, the ICRC was in duty bound to
offer increased assistance to the States parties to the conflict, and
particularly to the Occupying Power, with a view to the implementation
in as complete a manner as possible of the provisions of humanitarian
law.

In addition, the resumption of hostilities, in spite of the cease-fire,
brought further suffering in its wake and compelled the ICRC to
intensify its efforts.

After three years work in Israel and the occupied territories, in
the United Arab Republic, in the Syrian Arab Republic, in Jordan
and in the Lebanon, the ICRC deems the time has come for it to
put its considerable achievement on record.

* * *
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Part I.

GENERAL PROBLEMS

I. Application of the Fourth Geneva Convention

On 5 June 1967, the ICRC reminded all parties to the armed
conflict in the Middle East of the humanitarian obligations which
they had assumed when they acceded to the four Geneva Conven-
tions of 1949: Lebanon on 10 April 1951, Jordan on 29 May 1951,
Israel on 10 April 1951, the United Arab Republic on 10 November
1952, the Syrian Arab Republic on 2 November 1953 and Iraq on
14 February 1956. This was also communicated on 6 June 1967 to
all National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies of States parties
to the conflict.

In addition, on 6 and 7 July 1967, the ICRC again drew the
attention of the Governments mentioned above to the plight of
those civilians who were victims of war and were protected by
the Fourth Geneva Convention, and requested them to help and
give support to its delegates who had been instructed to further
the application of this Convention.

After the parties to the conflict had accepted the cease-fire
ordered by the United Nations, and the general repatriation of
prisoners of war had been effected through the ICRC, it was essen-
tially the Fourth Geneva Convention that should have been
applied, especially in the occupied territories.

The Geneva Conventions have not provided for a body whose
function would be to decide in what circumstances they are appli-
cable. The application therefore results from the objective condi-
tions fixed by the Conventions themselves, and it is the States
themselves which are bound by these instruments and, in parti-
cular, those involved in an armed conflict which are responsible for
their implementation. Moreover, it is provided that the Conventions
shall be applied with the co-operation and under the scrutiny of
the Protecting Powers. This question is dealt with in II below.

During the course of an armed conflict, of whatever nature it
may be and however it is called, where a territory under the autho-
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rity of one of the parties passes under the authority of an opposing
party, there is " occupation " within the meaning of Article 2 of
the Geneva Conventions.

The ICRC wished, therefore, already at the beginning of July 1967,
to state clearly its position on this point by a memorandum in
writing as well as by approaches made on various occasions by its
Middle East delegation. Further, in a note dated 24 May 1968
addressed to the Government of Israel, it stated that, in its opinion,
conditions were appropriate for the application of the Geneva
Conventions and of the Fourth Convention, in particular, in the
occupied territories. In its reply of 16 June 1968, the Israeli
Government confirmed its desire that the ICRC should continue
its humanitarian activities in the three occupied territories on
an ad hoc basis and stated its readiness to grant to it all facilities
required. But it added that it wished to leave the question of the
application of the Fourth Convention in the occupied territories
open for the moment.

The ICRC, for its part, has not modified in any way its view-
point in this respect, and has always based itself on the Fourth
Geneva Convention as a whole, within the limits of which the
Israeli Government authorizes it to act. It has, in this way, obtained,
in actual fact and in numerous fields, the effective application of
this Convention in the occupied territories of the West Bank of
the Jordan, the Golan Heights, Gaza and Sinai.

On several points, the Israeli authorities have responded to the
ICRC's requests and have granted it the facilities it requires for
its action under the Geneva Conventions. But on some other
points, its efforts and interventions have come up against Israel's
general reservations with regard to the applicability of the Fourth
Convention; these points, such as the destruction of houses and the
deportation of protected persons, are examined in detail in Part II
of this paper.

The ICRC has brought up this problem of the applicability
of the Fourth Geneva Convention in three of its published docu-
ments. First of all, on 22 October 1968 in a memorandum sent to
Red Cross National Societies, it declared: " From the legal point of
view, while the ICRC always maintained that the Fourth Con-
vention was applicable in its entirety in the three occupied terri-
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tories, the Israeli Government declared, notwithstanding repeated
representations on the part of the ICRC, that it wished to leave
the question of the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Con-
vention in the occupied territories open for the moment, pre-
ferring to act on an ad hoc basis by granting delegates practical
facilities ". The second and third statements were couched in
similar terms, one in the 1968 Annual Report, and the other in
Topical Red Cross News of 30 January 1969 (No. 114). These
documents were made available in 1969 to the group of experts
appointed by the United Nations Human Rights Commission,
and, in 1970, to the special committee set up by the United Nations
General Assembly to enquire into Israeli activities affecting human
rights in the occupied territories.

At the XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross
(Istanbul, September 1969), the representatives of Israel stated
publicly their position as regards the applicability of the Fourth
Convention. The Conference adopted a Resolution on this subject
in which, inter alia, it deplored " any refusal to apply and implement
the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention in its entirety ".

II. Protecting Powers and Substitutes for Protecting Powers

The onus for applying effectively the Geneva Conventions lies
primarily on the States themselves. In addition, the Conventions
provide that they " shall be applied with the co-operation and under
the scrutiny of the Protecting Powers whose duty it is to safe-
guard the interests of the Parties to the conflict " (Art. 8/8/8/9).1

The authors of the Conventions have in this way shown the
great importance attached to the scrutiny of the Protecting Powers,
which is exercised in the interest of victims and so that their pro-
tection might be more extensive and efficacious. Moreover, pro-
vision was made for " substitutes ", where no Protecting Power has
been designated, according to the procedure set forth (1st, Hnd
and Illrd Conventions, art. 10; IVth Convention, art. 11). In

1 This abbreviation refers to the articles of the First, Second, Third and
Fourth Conventions.
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such cases, the Detaining Power shall request a neutral State
or an organization which offers all guarantees of impartiality
and efncacity to undertake the functions performed under the
present Conventions by a Protecting Power. If such protection
cannot be arranged, the Detaining Power shall then request or
shall accept the offer of the services of a humanitarian organi-
zation, such as the ICRC, to assume the humanitarian functions
performed by Protecting Powers.

The provisions of these Conventions, the essential parts of
which are stated above, leave no uncertainty as to the possibility
afforded to all States involved in armed conflicts to appoint at
the beginning of hostilities a Protecting Power, or failing this,
as to their obligation to request a State or neutral organization
to assume the functions performed by such a Power.

However, none of these two possible steps has been carried
out by any one of the Parties, neither during the fighting, nor
after the cease-fire. In view of this situation, a note was sent
by the ICRC on 4 April 1968 to the States directly involved
in the Middle East conflict (Jordan, the United Arab Republic,
Syria, Lebanon and Israel) with regard to the application of the
Geneva Conventions. It drew their attention to the contractual
possibilities and obligations of the Governments concerned that
they should designate a Protecting Power or a substitute for it,
as well as to the procedure to be followed. It added that, to its
knowledge, no State or organization had been requested to assume
this role.

The only official reaction to this note was from the Jordanian
Government, which, in its letter of 31 May 1968, limited itself
to stating that it did not accept the ICRC's viewpoint as set forth
in the note.

Consequently, in the present state of affairs, the functions
of scrutiny entrusted to Protecting Powers or their substitutes
by the Geneva Conventions have not been, in the Middle East
conflict, entrusted to the ICRC. Its action in this conflict is based
on contractual provisions setting out explicitly some of its parti-
cular duties as well as on the general article (art. 9/9/9/10) which
recognizes its right to take action with respect to humanitarian
activities other than those explicitly provided for.
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On this basis, the ICRC endeavoured as much as possible
to carry out its customary activities in favour of victims, even
including such functions which, normally, would have fallen
within the sphere of a Protecting Power, such as, in particular,
investigations of the health situation in the occupied territory,
of the destruction of houses and deportations, and enquiries into
penal legislation and procedure. Nevertheless, the absence of Pro-
tecting Powers or of designated substitutes does not in any way
discharge the States parties to the conflict from fulfilling their
contractual obligations.

III. Respect for the Geneva Conventions
during the present hostilities

So long as acts of war continue, the authorities that commit
such acts must, in carrying out these operations, conform to the
rules of humanitarian law in cases of armed conflict, in parti-
cular the First and Third Geneva Conventions for the protection
of the wounded and of prisoners of war. The ICRC endeavours
to come to the assistance of the victims of these recent incidents,
notably by visiting captured persons.

These acts of war were carried out despite the cease-fire agreed
to by the parties to the conflict at the behest of the United Nations
on 12 June 1967. It is not for the ICRC to give an opinion as to
the responsibility of the parties in this connection. However, it
viewed this situation with concern, and sent to the Powers engaged,
on 11 April 1970, a further appeal requesting them to apply,
in all circumstances, the universally recognized rules of humanity.
It urged them to give its delegates greater support and increased
facilities for the discharge of their mission, and earnestly requested
them to abstain from all acts likely to make efforts to find a peaceful
solution to the conflict still more difficult.
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Part II

ICRC ACTIVITIES IN FAVOUR OF PROTECTED PERSONS 1

SECTION I: THE ICRC PRESENCE IN THE BELLIGERENT
COUNTRIES

I. ICRC delegations

In view of the growing tension in the Middle East in May 1967,
the ICRC thought it advisable to send a number of its delegates
to Cairo, Tel-Aviv, Amman, Damascus and Beirut on 25 May.

On 7 June, the ICRC despatched an aircraft bearing the red
cross emblem to the Middle East, carrying five more delegates
and medical equipment. Since the end of June, the ICRC had .
about thirty delegates (not counting local recruitment) distributed
in the countries directly involved in the conflict, namely, Israel,
the United Arab Republic, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon. Besides
the actual delegates, these various missions comprised doctors,
specialists in relief and Central Tracing Agency specialists for j
tracing and making enquiries on behalf of families. :

The number of delegates varied, especially in 1967, according to
the needs. The largest group (between 10 and 16 delegates) was
always in Israel and in the three occupied territories of Jordan
West Bank, the Golan Heights and Gaza-Sinai. The other delegates
(maximum number 15) were distributed between Nicosia, Cairo, '.
Amman, Damascus and Beirut. From June to November 1967, :

the general delegation, centre of the ICRC's operations, was
established in a neutral country, at Nicosia (Cyprus), from where
the aircraft which the ICRC kept permanently on hand for four •
months could swiftly fly to the different countries concerned. |

1 Protected persons under article 4 of the Fourth Geneva Convention
of 1949 are those " who, at a given moment and in any manner whatsoever,
find themselves, in case of a conflict or occupation, in the hands of a Party
to the conflict or Occupying Power of which they are not nationals ".
Nationals of a " neutral " State or of a co-belligerent State who do not enjoy
the protection of a Protecting Power shall also be regarded as protected
persons in the territory of a belligerent state.
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The ICRC Delegate-General, with instructions to co-ordinate ope-
rations as a whole, was based on Nicosia until November 1967,
at which date the ICRC centre of operations was transferred
back to Geneva.

At 31 May 1970, the situation could be summarized as follows:

Israel and the occupied territories — The ICRC delegation in Israel
and the occupied territories is composed of 15 delegates sent from
Geneva and an administrative staff of 21 persons, Swiss, Israelis
and Arabs. Its headquarters is at Tel-Aviv, with four delegates,
including those in charge of the service of visits to detainees and
the prisoners of war department. The delegation includes also
three sub-delegations, one at Jerusalem for the occupied territory
of Jordan West Bank (5 delegates), one at Gaza for the occupied
territories of Gaza-Sinai (5 delegates), and one at Kuneitra for
the occupied Syrian territory of the Golan Heights and for Israelo-
Lebanon frontier incidents (1 delegate).

Since they were opened, the ICRC offices have been visited
by a large number of protected persons. For instance, nearly
40,000 persons went to the Gaza sub-delegation, not counting
thousands of people who called at the ICRC office set up at El
Arish in the Sinai Peninsula.

About 15,000 persons visited the Jerusalem office. There should
be added to these a large number of protected persons who visited
various local correspondents of the ICRC in the occupied terri-
tories (local Red Crescent branches, Women's Unions, Groups of
Elders, locally-recruited staff of the delegation). These local corres-
pondents receive an average of 150 visits a week, or 4,000-5,000
persons per year, if one takes into account those visitors who
come more than once.

In addition to the work they do at their permanent bases, dele-
gates systematically travel all over the occupied territories, by
car and on foot, to see the persons under their care, and, since
June 1967, they have covered 1.5 million kilometres.

Thus, they have been more than 250 times to the river Jordan,
80 times to the Lebanese frontier, nearly 300 times to El Arish
and more than ioo times to the Suez Canal, El Qantara or Ismailia.

•
United Arab Republic. — The ICRC delegation in the United
Arab Republic is composed of two delegates: the head of the
delegation and his assistant. There is a staff of 7 persons, all Arabs.
The headquarters of this delegation is at Cairo.

Jordan. — The ICRC delegation in Jordan is composed of three
delegates: the head of the delegation and two assistants. The
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staff includes a clerk and an Arab secretary. The headquarters
of this delegation is at Amman.

Syrian Arab Republic. — The headquarters of the ICRC delegation
in the Syrian Arab Republic is at Damascus. It consists of the
head of the delegation, a locally-recruited clerk and a secretary.

Lebanon. — The headquarters of the ICRC delegation in Lebanon
is at Beirut. It consists of the head of the delegation and a clerk.
Local office staff consists of one person.

II. Special missions carried out by members
or directors of the ICRC

On several occasions, the ICRC commissioned one or other
of its members and directors to intervene on the spot with the
Governments concerned and to lend their weight to their dele-
gates' representations.

Mr. S. Gonard, President of the ICRC, went to Israel, the United
Arab Republic, Jordan and Lebanon, between 10 and 19 July 1967.
In these countries, he had several high-level meetings with the
authorities and with the Committees of the National Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies.

Mr. P. Gaillard, assistant director, went in April 1968 to Israel
and the occupied territories on a mission, in the course of which
he had talks at the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Defence.

Mr. J. Freymond, Vice-President of the ICRC, and at that time
acting President, went on 9 and 10 March 1969 to Israel, where
he had extensive discussions at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and with the Minister of Defence.

From 23 May to 1 June 1969, Mr. Freymond went to the United
Arab Republic and then to Jordan, in order to get directly in
touch with the relevant senior Government officials and to clarify
the position of the ICRC in the Middle East. In the United Arab
Republic, he met the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of
Health, the President of the Red Crescent Society, and the Secre-
tary-General of the Arab League. In Jordan, he met H.R.H.
Crown Prince Hassan, the deputy Prime Minister, the Minister
of Foreign Affairs and Defence and the Minister of Reconstruction
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' and Development. All the officials, in Jordan as well as in the
1 United Arab Republic, who had talks with the ICRC Vice-

President and who listened to his statements on humanitarian
i1 action in the Middle East, encouraged the ICRC to continue its
I work in this area.
| On 15 and 16 October 1969, Mr. R. Courvoisier, Special Assis-
ti tant to the President, flew to Cairo, with the object, inter alia, of

obtaining, under the Third Geneva Convention, the authorization
to visit an Israeli pilot captured on 12 September 1969. However,
it was not until 26 October 1969, six weeks after his capture,
that this authorization was granted.

III. Freedom of movement of delegates

In order that the ICRC should be able to accomplish its huma-
nitarian mission pursuant to the Geneva Conventions, and the
Fourth Convention in particular, it is essential that its delegates
should be free to move about within the areas touched by the con-
flict and to converse freely with protected persons, in accordance with
article 126 of the Third, and article 143 of the Fourth Convention.

The necessary authorizations were granted to ICRC delegates
in August 1967. From that time, they moved about freely and talked
without witnesses with the inhabitants of Jordan West Bank, the
Golan Heights and the Gaza strip, except in military zones which
were restricted essentially to regions near the cease-fire lines and
for which applications had to be made in advance.

In Sinai, delegates were authorized to take part in the search
for soldiers wandering about at the end of the war. In April 1968,
they could go in the whole of the Sinai Peninsula and speak freely
to the inhabitants. However, as most of this region is declared a
military zone, an authorization must first be obtained, save for
the El Arish area.

In each of the Arab States, ICRC delegates were able to travel,
already from June 1967, throughout the whole country. But, while
they had been at first granted authorization to visit prisoners
of war, under the provision of the Third Convention, it was not
always so in 1969 and 1970 in the United Arab Republic and Syria.
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Delegates were not allowed to visit a certain number of prisoners
of war who had been captured near the cease-fire lines.

SECOND SECTION: ICRC ACTIVITIES PURSUANT TO THE FIRST
AND THIRD GENEVA CONVENTIONS

As soon as they arrived, the delegates brought to the notice
of the authorities of States their obligations arising from the First
and Third Geneva Conventions for the amelioration of the condi-
tion of the wounded and sick and relative to the treatment of
prisoners of war.

When, on 27 May 1967, approaches had been made to the
Israeli authorities, they solemnly declared that they would take
all steps to apply scrupulously these two Conventions.

I. Search for dead or missing soldiers

A few days after the outbreak of hostilities, there arose the
dramatic situation of the Egyptian army stranded in the Sinai
peninsula. The ICRC approached the Israeli authorities so that
they might accelerate search operations for the rescue of Egyptian
soldiers lost in the desert. On 13 June 1967, its delegates were
authorized to join in the search and helicopters were made available.
It was thanks to this action undertaken by the Israeli authorities
in co-operation with ICRC delegates that 12,000 men were able
to return to their homes at last.

/. Dead soldiers

In June 1967 and July 1968, delegates several times flew
by helicopter over the Sinai area. They made many enquiries
of Bedouins in this region about missing Egyptian soldiers who
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might possibly have sought refuge with them, and about graves
of Egyptian soldiers who might have died during or after the fight-
ing. All these enquiries were fruitless.

On 11 April 1968, the head of the ICRC delegation in Israel
requested the authorities to carry out a thorough survey of all
hospitals in Israel and the occupied territories, and among all
personnel in transit camps, in order to discover the names of
all soldiers who might possibly have died there.

Although no new details were forthcoming, the ICRC dele-
gation continues to investigate all tracing requests that are made.
Every time that an accurate piece of information is supplied,
delegates check the facts on the spot. On 7 August 1968, the Israeli
Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced that all prisoners of war
captured in June 1967 had been released and repatriated. It added
later, on 16 August 1968, that in every case where the name of
a soldier who was being traced did not figure on the official pri-
soners lists and where his death was not reported, the tracing
card would bear the words: " Unknown in that name ".

2. Tracing missing soldiers

Thousands of soldiers were reported missing after the June
1967 fighting. One of the foremost tasks of the ICRC was to trace
these men.

Since June 1967, the different ICRC delegations in the countries
involved in the conflict were flooded by requests to trace missing
soldiers, which were passed on to the authorities of the countries
concerned.

In accordance with article 122 of the Third Convention, coun-
tries holding prisoners of war provided the ICRC with lists of
names which were transmitted to the various Powers of Origin
of the prisoners. In Israel, the first list of prisoners of war was drawn
up on 11 June 1967 and communicated soon after to the ICRC.
The definitive list was completed on 9 October 1967 and imme-
diately handed over to the ICRC. The Israel military authorities
set up an official information bureau at the camp of Atlith as
soon as it was opened. In this way, all applications for information
with regard to prisoners rapidly received official answers.
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3. Soldiers reported missing

When the camp at Atlith was closed down in February 1968,
the information bureau for military personnel continued to follow
up tracing requests sent to it by the ICRC. This office indicated
whether the missing soldier had been a prisoner of war and, if so,
gave the date of his repatriation. Where the answer was negative,
the ICRC requested that he should be traced further among civi-
lian detainees held in Israel or in the occupied territories. Thus,
eight Egyptian ex-soldiers, who had been captured after the war,
were found in prisons where they were kept with civilian detainees,
as they had been wearing civilian clothes when arrested. After the
ICRC had intervened on their behalf, they were repatriated in 1969.

4. Repatriation of dead soldiers killed in action

The Geneva Conventions do not provide explicitly for the
repatriation of the bodies of soldiers killed on enemy territory.
However, in response to several requests from the Governments
concerned, the ICRC arranged for the repatriation of the mortal
remains of a good number of soldiers. These operations were parti-
cularly numerous in July 1969 and in most cases took place on
both sides of the front in the three occupied territories.

II. Third Geneva Convention relative to the
treatment of prisoners of war

ICRC action, with regard to the Third Convention, consisted
at first in visits to prisoners of war, in Israel as well as in the Arab
States, and in securing and later organizing their repatriation.
The Third Convention obliges States Parties to treat prisoners
of war held by them according to precise and detailed standards.
Article 126 provides, inter alia, that delegates of the ICRC " shall
have permission to go to all places where prisoners of war may
be ", in order to verify that the rules laid down by the Conventions
are not broken, If necessary, the ICRC may intervene with the
Detaining Authorities, so as to bring about any necessary improve-
ments in detention conditions.
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/. Soldiers captured during the fighting

a) Arab prisoners in Israel
I
'•: Right from the beginning of hostilities, the head of the dele-
}• gation at Tel-Aviv requested authorization to visit prisoners of

war captured by Israeli armed forces. The authorities replied
f; that all facilities would be granted as soon as the prisoners
{ were transferred to the camp at Atlith. Syrian, Jordanian and
; Egyptian prisoners of war, who had been interned in different

camps and prisons, were gradually sent to this camp. In the mean-
i time, delegates had the opportunity to see some of the prisoners
|; at the transit camps of El Qantara and Kusseima.
i| On 14 June 1967, ICRC delegates carried out their first visit
|j to Atlith camp, which contained 6,120 men, including 5,611 pri-
ll soners of war. Nine other visits were later carried out, and, accord-
l ing to the customary procedure, delegates enquired into detention
I conditions, inspected all the quarters and had talks without wit-

nesses with prisoners' representatives. They also arranged for a
I regular exchange of mail between prisoners and their families,
I encouraged the former to make use of the Red Cross cards that
|; had been handed over to them for this purpose, and took upon
|| themselves to forward messages, after they had been passed by
f the censors, in both directions across the cease-fire lines.
j Each visit was followed by requests submitted to the Camp
' Commandant or to superior military authorities for improving,
: with regard to a number of points, conditions of detention and
] camp installations. Requests and suggestions were met in most
i cases by a positive response, on the part of the Authorities.
;! Reports on these visits were made and communicated officially
:i by the ICRC to the detaining authorities and to the Governments
: of the countries of origin of the prisoners, namely, the United Arab
:: Republic, Syria and Jordan. Several times, the ICRC provided
j: its delegation in Israel with funds. It was thus able to distribute
f to prisoners various relief supplies: games, blankets, cigarettes,
\ soap and sweets, for a total value of 90,000 Swiss francs.
I Another group, consisting of 91 Egyptian prisoners of war
ij held at the camp of Djebel-Libni in Sinai, was visited for the
d
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first time on 15 October 1967, as its existence had not been notified
earlier. At the request of the ICRC, these prisoners were all immedi-
ately transferred to Atlith Camp.

When two Egyptian prisoners of war were killed during inci-
dents at Atlith Camp, the Detaining Power sent the reports of
the enquiry to the ICRC, which transmitted them to the Power
of Origin, in accordance with article 121 of the Third Convention.

b) Israeli prisoners in Arab countries

United Arab Republic. — On 13 June 1967, the delegates visited a
group of 9 prisoners of war captured during the fighting. Subse-
quently, they repeated their visits at intervals, once every two
or three weeks, and handed them parcels and messages sent
by their families. Two members of the Israeli armed forces at sea,
who had been taken prisoner in September 1967, joined the group
of prisoners of war captured by the Egyptians during the fighting
and were repatriated together with them.

Lebanon. — On 8 June 1967, the Lebanese Government, in response
to the appeal which the ICRC had made to it on 6 June, declared
that it was prepared to apply the Geneva Conventions. That same
day, the ICRC delegate at Beirut requested authorization to
visit the Israeli prisoner of war held there. The visit took place
on 15 June (the prisoner was detained until 9 August 1967).

Syria. — On application to the authorities, the ICRC delegate
at Damascus was authorized to visit on 15 June the Israeli prisoner
of war held there. Visits took place on several other occasions
until 17 July 1967, when the prisoner was repatriated.

Jordan. — On 23 June 1967, the ICRC delegate in Jordan was
able to visit two Israeli prisoners of war, who were repatriated on
27 June 1967.

These visits were followed by requests to the respective autho-
rities to improve conditions of detention. Reports on the visits were
sent to the Detaining Powers and to the Power of Origin. Family
mail and relief supplies were delivered to these prisoners, through
the ICRC.
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2. Notification of deaths of prisoners of war

Sixteen notifications of deaths of prisoners of war were commu-
nicated to the ICRC delegation in Israel, with regard to prisoners
who died between 12 June 1967 and January 1968.

3. First general repatriation of prisoners of war
captured before the cease-fire

The Third Convention provides for two types of repatriation:
the unilateral release of severely wounded prisoners, provided for
in article 110, and the repatriation of all prisoners of war after the
cessation of active hostilities, in accordance with article 118. From
June 1967, the ICRC undertook to carry out the measures that
were found necessary.

a) Repatriation of Seriously Wounded Casualties

Article 110 provides that all incurably wounded and sick, or
casualties not likely to recover within one year, shall be repatriated.
The ICRC made proposals in that respect to the governments on
9 June 1967. All parties to the conflict stated that they were in
favour of such repatriations. ICRC doctors therefore went to
prison camps and subsequently submitted to the governments
lists of wounded whose condition justified unilateral release. On
15 June 1967 an aircraft displaying the emblem of the red cross
flew twenty seriously wounded casualties from Tel Aviv to Cairo.
Other repatriation operations were carried out and in this way
260 serious casualties were repatriated in a dozen flights from
Tel Aviv to Cairo and from Tel Aviv to Amman by ICRC air-
craft. These flights were the first air-link between Tel-Aviv and
the two Arab capitals. At the beginning of July 1967, the only
casualties still in enemy hands were those whose condition pre-
cluded their being moved. A small number of wounded Jordanian
and Egyptian prisoners of war interned at Atlith were repatriated
in ensuing months. On 17 November 1967, ICRC delegates es-
corted 50 wounded Egyptians, released from the Atlith camp,
by air to Cairo. This was the last group of seriously wounded
prisoners to be repatriated.
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b) Exchange of Prisoners of War

According to article 118 " Prisoners of war shall be released and
repatriated without delay after the cessation of active hostilities ".

General Repatriation: Immediately after hostilities, on 13 June
1967, the Israeli Minister of Defence submitted to the head of the
ICRC delegation in Israel a proposal for the general exchange of
civilian and military prisoners. The ICRC conveyed that proposal
to the governments concerned. Except for the Government of the
UAR, with which negotiations continued for several months, all
soon gave their agreement. Repatriations were effected progressively
with the conclusion of the discussions undertaken by the ICRC
with each of the governments concerned.

Exchanges between Israel and fordan. — Reciprocal repatriation
of prisoners of war was organized in June; the first operation
took place on 27 June 1967 across the Allenby Bridge, following
an agreement signed by both governments under ICRC auspices.
This first operation enabled 425 Jordanian prisoners of war and
two Iraqi civilians to go east of the Jordan and two Israeli pilots to
return to their own country.

A second exchange of 47 Jordanian prisoners of war, one Saudi
civilian and two Iraqi students for two young Israeli civilians and
the bodies of two Israeli pilots was effected on 31 December 1967.
In September and October 1967 other repatriation operations had
taken place across the Allenby Bridge, with fewer persons involved.

Exchange between Israel and Syria. — On 17 July 1967, 361 Syrian
prisoners of war and 328 Syrian civilians were exchanged against
one Israeli prisoner of war and three Israeli civilians.

Exchange between Israel and the Lebanon. — On 9 August 1967, 35
Lebanese civilians, one Israeli prisoner of war and four Israeli
civilians returned to their own countries.

Exchange between Israel and the UAR. — The repatriation of
Egyptian prisoners of war did not take place until January 1968
in view of the divergent opinions of the two governments on the
persons to be exchanged. The Israeli authorities asked that some
civilian detainees held by both parties should be included in the
exchange, whilst the Egyptian Government desired the repatriation
only of prisoners of war. Agreement was reached in December 1967.
In January 1968 the UAR and Israel repatriated all prisoners of
war taken since the June 1967 conflict. This operation, organized
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and supervised by ICRC delegates, included 4,098 Egyptian service-
men and nine Israeli. Irrespective of the negotiations for general
repatriation, one Israeli pilot had been repatriated on 16 June
1967 and an Egyptian colonel on 20 June 1967.

4. Prisoners taken after the First General Repatriation

The general exchange in January 1968 of military prisoners
taken during the June 1967 hostilities did not put an end to the
ICRC's duties under the Third Geneva Convention. New prisoners
were taken on various occasions by both sides in the course of
operations subsequent to the cease-fire of 12 June 1967.

The number of military captives taken between January 1968
and May 1970 amounted to 77 Egyptians, 12 Jordanians, 11 Leba-
nese, 8 Syrians and 9 Israelis.

a) Arab Prisoners in Israeli Hands

aa) Members of Arab Regular Armed Forces. — In 1968 and 1969
ICRC delegates regularly visited eight Syrian and eight Egyptian
prisoners of war who were subsequently repatriated. Since the
beginning of 1970 they have provided comforts to eleven Lebanese
and 69 Egyptian soldiers in captivity and to one Syrian captured
on 27 May 1970. With the exception of one Egyptian pilot, who
could not be visited until a fortnight after his capture, and of a
soldier whose capture was notified with 10 days delay, ICRC
delegates were able to interview without witnesses all members
of Arab regular armed forces taken prisoner by Israel since January
1970, a few days after their capture and thereafter as often as they
desired. The authorities co-operated with the delegates for the
transmission of family messages, improvement in detention condi-
tions and, in general, they respected the provisions of the Third
Geneva Convention.

bb) Palestinians captured at El Karameh and in Southern Lebanon. —
On 21 March 1968, Israeli forces carried out an incursion to El
Karameh in Jordan, from where they took back 130 prisoners.
Twelve of them, soldiers of the regular Jordan army, were repatriated
on 28 March and in the following weeks several tens of civilians were
also repatriated. Pursuant to article 4 of the Third Geneva Con-
vention, the ICRC demanded that all detainees not repatriated
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be treated on an equal footing with prisoners of war. On 8 April
1968, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs replied by letter contesting
the validity of the ICRC's arguments but authorizing ICRC
delegates to visit them like any other civilian Arab detainees or
internees.

On 12 May, sixteen of the prisoners were visited at the Jericho
prison and on 9 June 62 others interned in the Jenin prison.
Subsequently the ICRC delegation intervened to obtain for these
prisoners special detention conditions and early release. Gradually
the authorities released a score of these prisoners.

Following a further petition on 3 May 1970, 55 of the prisoners
from El Karameh were released and conducted across the Jordan
under ICRC auspices on 13 May 1970. By 31 May 1970, the Israeli
authorities had released all but four of the prisoners from El
Karameh who, according to the Israeli authorities were to be tried
or had been sentenced for offences.

On 12 and 13 May 1970 the Israeli armed forces captured
eight Palestinian fighters in south Lebanon. These prisoners
were visited by the ICRC delegates on 31 May.

b) Israeli Prisoners in the UAR

After January 1968, seven Israeli servicemen were successively
captured. Whilst in 1967 the UAR authorities acceded to ICRC
requests to visit prisoners without delay, they did not do so in
1969. The ICRC made known its serious concern at this situation
and ceaselessly insisted on visits by its delegates taking place
as soon as possible after capture, in order, particularly, to reassure
the families of prisoners and to forestall any unverified allegations
of ill-treatment. In spite of the ICRC's persistent overtures, its
delegate had access to these prisoners of war only after a period
varying from 44 to 48 days following the capture.

During a mission in the UAR in the Spring of 1970, the Delegate-
General for the Middle East was assured that ICRC delegates
would be permitted to visit any new Israeli prisoner in the UAR
two or three days after capture, whatever the prisoner's state of
health. However, although new prisoners were taken towards the
end of May 1970, the ICRC delegate has not been able to visit them.
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c) Israeli Prisoners in Syria

On 2 April 1970, two Israeli servicemen were captured by the
Syrian armed forces. In spite of the overtures by the ICRC and
its Delegate-General to the Middle East, who went to Damascus
in May 1970, these two prisoners, whose capture was notified to
the ICRC, had still not been visited by 31 May 1970, that is to
say two months after their capture.

5. Repatriation of Prisoners of War captured since January 1968

At the request of the governments concerned, the ICRC for-
warded exchange proposals, sometimes relating both to civilians
and to military personnel. It gave its support to those proposals in
view of their humanitarian nature. By the beginning of December
1969, after three repatriation operations in 1968 and December
1969, there were no prisoners of war in any of the countries involved
in the conflict. However, as mentioned above, further Israeli,
Egyptian, Lebanese and Syrian prisoners were captured in De-
cember 1969 and during the first few months of 1970. The ICRC
therefore again undertook, both in Israel and in the UAR, further
negotiations for the repatriation of these prisoners.

The three repatriation operations mentioned above were the
following:

Repatriation of 12 Jordanian Prisoners of War. — Among the
prisoners taken at El Karameh in Jordan on 21 March 1968 by the
Israeli armed forces there were twelve soldiers of the regular
Jordanian army; they were released on 28 March 1968 and re-
patriated.

Exchange between Israel and the UAR. — On 27 July 1969, one Israeli
prisoner of war was exchanged for two Egyptian prisoners of war
and one Egyptian civilian.

Further General POW Repatriation Operation on 5 and 6 December
1969. — During these exchanges, eight Syrian, six Egyptian and
two Israeli prisoners of war, as well as 52 Egyptian, five Syrian
and two Israeli civilians were repatriated.

These two repatriation operations on 27 July and 5-6 December,
particularly the latter, were carried on only after considerable efforts
by the ICRC.
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THIRD SECTION: ICRC ACTIVITIES PURSUANT
TO THE FOURTH GENEVA CONVENTION

The importance of ICRC activities under the provisions of
the Fourth Geneva Convention for the protection of civilians in no
way diminished.

One of the ICRC's first concerns was to set up sub-delegations
in each of the three territories occupied by Israel. On 4 July 1967
it was able to delegate representatives to Jerusalem for the occupied
territory west of the Jordan, to Gaza for the occupied territories
of Gaza and the Sinai, and to Kuneitra for the occupied Golan
Heights. As a result of negotiations with the Ministry of Defence,
its delegates were able to move about freely and visit the various
localities in those regions.

I. Transmission of Family News

1. Organization

The ICRC first organized in the occupied territories a system
of distributing civilian messages from one side of each cease-fire
line to the other, particularly for the many families separated by
the large-scale population movements which had occurred during
hostilities. These messages were written on standard Red Cross
forms providing space for two handwritten letters not exceeding
25 words each and intended for one two-way trip between corres-
pondents. Exchange of family news is provided for in article 25
of the Fourth Geneva Convention.

2. ICRC Negotiations

a) Use of ICRC Forms

In June 1967 the Israeli relief society, the Magen David Adom,
declared its willingness to collect and distribute family messages
in the occupied territories. A difficulty arose however due to the fact
that the Magen David Adom's printed forms bore the emblem of
the Red Shield of David and were not accepted by the censor in
most of the countries of destination. It was therefore impossible
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for the population of occupied territories to correspond with their
relatives living on the other side of a cease-fire line.

Negotiations with the Israeli authorities were therefore started
in June 1967. The ICRC delegation asked that it be permitted
to collect, distribute and transmit family messages on ICRC forms
to the Arab countries. On 11 July 1967, the Israeli Minister of
Defence stated that orders had been given for the normal forwarding
of ICRC messages. This assurance was renewed following further
negotiations in 1968.

b) Censor

Normal censorship delaying mail, the ICRC undertook to
speed control both in Israel and the Arab countries, and it managed
to do so to some extent.

In the first few months after the outbreak of conflict in June
1967, the ICRC delegation in Israel and the occupied territories
organized its own system for the collection and distribution of
family messages. Red Cross letter-boxes (e.g. 18 in the Gaza strip)
were provided in the occupied territories and the delegates them-
selves saw to the distribution. The system was maintained until
the postal authorities in the occupied territories themselves under-
took this work. At present the ICRC message forms may be ob-
tained on request from the post offices in occupied territories.
The same post offices also accept messages and relay them to the
censor, who forwards them to the ICRC office in Tel-Aviv for
despatch to the ICRC delegations in the Arab countries. The
system is the same for mail from the Arab countries. The postal
administrations in Israel and all the Arab countries transmit
messages bearing the sign of the red cross free of charge.

From time to time the delegations carry out a check to see
how long messages are held up by the various censors, and inter-
vene where need be.

c) Result

From June 1967 to 31 May 1970 some 1,400,000 messages
had been exchanged between the occupied territories and the
Arab countries.
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II. Repatriation of Civilians1

Military operations resulted in the exodus of a large part of
the population from territories now occupied by Israel. Among
those who fled were many 1948 refugees.

After the hostilities, a considerable number of these displaced
persons, living under difficult conditions, expressed the wish to
return to their homes in occupied territory. In addition, many
Egyptian civilians wished to leave the occupied Gaza and Sinai to
return west of the Suez Canal.

One of the ICRC's first duties, once the emergency had passed,
was to obtain authorization from the Occupying Power for dis-
placed persons to return to the occupied territory of the West
Bank of the Jordan and to discuss with the Government of the
UAR arrangements for the return of its citizens. All these repatria-
tion operations were carried out under the auspices of the ICRC
and its delegates.

/. Return of Displaced Persons to the West Bank of the Jordan

The ICRC delegates asked that persons displaced by the conflict
be authorized to return to their homes. In July 1967, the Israeli
Government agreed to grant individual authorization to permit
civilians to return to their homes on the West Bank of the Jordan.
For that purpose, each head of a family was to apply on an appro-
priate form. There then arose the difficulty of finding a heading
for forms which would be acceptable to the Governments both of
Israel and of Jordan.

After lengthy negotiations, the ICRC proposed, and the Govern-
ments agreed, that a representative of the Jordanian Red Crescent
should meet an Israeli civil servant various times under ICRC
auspices by the Jordan. This led to an agreement which was
signed in July 1967. The heading of the form included the name
of both States beside that of the ICRC.

1 A distinction should be made between the " repatriation of civilians "
and the family " meetings " provided for in article 26 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention.
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After examination and approval of applications by the Israeli
authorities, who thus retained a supervisory power for security
reasons, permits were issued to enable applicants to cross the
Jordan with their families. These operations began on 18 August
1967 and were attended by representatives of the Jordanian Red
Crescent, the Magen David Adom and the ICRC.

For some 140,000 persons, 35,184 repatriation applications
were forwarded by the ICRC delegation to the Israeli Ministry of
the Interior. By the end of the planned period for repatriations,
31 August 1967, the Ministry had approved 4,699 applications and
the forms were sent to Amman through the ICRC. Some 19,000
persons were thus authorized to return to their homes. Of that
number, 14,051 crossed the Jordan between 18 and 31 August 1967,
i.e. a daily average of 1,000 refugees, among whom there were
none of the 1948 refugees displaced a second time during the June
1967 conflict.

Faced with the occupying authorities' decision to discontinue
the operation as from 31 August 1967, the ICRC appealed to the
Israeli Government to extend the time-limit in order to enable
all who wished to return to do so, or at least all whose applications
had been accepted. The Israeli Government refused on 22 October
1967 but stated it was prepared to authorize family reunions in
accordance with a procedure to be laid down.

In the autumn of 1968 the Israeli Government decided to permit
the beneficiaries of the unused permits issued in 1967 to return to
the occupied territory west of the Jordan. The operation, announced
in the United Nations Security Council on 8 October 1968, was
to take place from 24 November 1968 to 31 January 1969. Unfortun-
ately only about a hundred persons returned during that period.
The Israeli Government therefore decided to re-allocate, from
case to case, to fresh applicants, permits not used by 31 January
1969.

The ICRC, which had considerably contributed to the imple-
mentation of the first phase of this repatriation operation, from
that time on no longer had an active role; in this second phase
the permits were issued to the beneficiaries in Jordan through
Arab officials of the administration in the occupied territory who
went regularly to Amman for that purpose.
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2. Return of Egyptian Citizens to the Nile Valley

After the June 1967 conflict, the ICRC delegation estimated that
there were about 6,000 unemployed Egyptians from the Nile
Valley, in Gaza and the Sinai. All were temporary residents
(civil servants, teachers, visitors, etc.) living in Gaza or El Arish
with their families. They wished to return west of the Suez Canal
and sought ICRC assistance. Consequently, at the end of June 1967,
the ICRC asked the Occupying Power and the Egyptian Government
to agree to the return of these persons to their homes.

On 26 July 1967 the Israeli Government conveyed the follow-
ing reply:

a) All persons from the UAR living in the Sinai were authorized
to go back to the Valley of the Nile, but would not be authorized
to return.

b) Women and children nationals of the UAR living in Gaza
could also cross the Suez Canal. On the other hand, men be-
tween the ages of 18 and 65 would not be authorized (they were
temporarily interned at El Arish).

The ICRC then drew up a list of Egyptians from the Nile Valley
wishing to return there. It transmitted this list to the UAR and
Israeli authorities for agreement to the return of these people
to their homes. There were about 6,000 applications.

In the last months of 1967 several convoys were organized in
which more than 4,000 Egyptians returned to the Valley of the
Nile. Subsequently the internees were also included in the operation.

Since January 1970 a similar transfer operation has been under
way for the benefit of the civilian population evacuated to El Arish
from El Qantara on 8 January 1968 and now authorized to go to
the Valley of the Nile.

3. Return of Syrian Citizens to Golan

See III: " Family Reunions "

4. Return of Egyptian and Palestinian Nationals
to the Sinai and Gaza respectively

See III : " Family Reunions ".
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5. Results

Under the civilian repatriation programme in 1967 some twenty
thousand persons were enabled to return to their homes on one
side or other of the cease-fire lines, under ICRC auspices.

III. Family Reunions

Just as it involved the exodus of part of the population from
occupied territory, the June 1967 war separated many families
because a member was outside the territory when the war broke
out or because the families scattered as the enemy advanced.

After having first tried to obtain from the Israeli authorities
permission for the repatriation of the largest possible number
of Palestinians who had fled east of the Jordan, and for Egyptian
nationals to leave the occupied territory of Gaza, the ICRC began
negotiations for the reuniting of separated families in all the
occupied territories.

/. West Bank of the Jordan

The Israeli authorities raising no objection to the departure
of inhabitants from the West Bank, the reuniting of families
east of the Jordan required no particular intervention by the ICRC.

When repatriation operations ceased in August 1967 and the
Israeli Government informed the ICRC that it did not envisage
any resumption, the ICRC delegate sought ways and means of
reuniting dispersed families. This was the more urgent as the number
of families on the West Bank of the Jordan with one or more
relatives beyond the cease-fire line was high and in many cases
the separation was the cause of extreme hardship.

Even before any formal procedure was decided for family
reunion operations, the delegation was able to arrange, with the
agreement of the military authorities, a number of particularly
urgent reunions: some 200 persons crossed the Allenby Bridge
towards the West Bank in August 1967. The delegation also orga-
nized at that time the return of 170 children whose parents were
resident east of the Jordan.
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On 11 October 1967 the Israeli Government officially informed
the ICRC delegation that a procedure for family reunions had
been laid down. This decision was confirmed in writing by the Prime
Minister on 22 October. Two procedures for family reunions were
laid down: an ordinary one and a special one for hardship cases.

a) Ordinary Procedure

The delegates transmitted to the Jordan Red Crescent the
authorizations granted by the Israeli Ministry of the Interior.
In addition, at each crossing of the Allenby Bridge under ICRC
auspices, delegates were present. The delegation sometimes inter-
vened to speed up the granting of permits by the military authorities.

The system became effective towards the end of 1967 but due
to an incident on the Allenby Bridge on 21 January 1968, in which
two ICRC delegates were seriously wounded, the reuniting of
families was suspended.

The ICRC then asked that full security measures be taken.
However, the Israeli authorities considering they could not accept
the security measures suggested by the ICRC, laid down a new
procedure, namely that representatives of municipalities on the
West Bank would convey the authorizations to Amman and would
return accompanied by the beneficiaries of the authorizations.

From that time on, the ICRC delegates were no longer in
attendance at the Allenby Bridge, but they nevertheless continued
to intervene in many individual cases.

In addition, the head of the ICRC delegation, towards the
end of 1968, appealed to the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Interior
and Defence for the broadening of the criteria for admission which
had been stipulated for internal security reasons but which in
practice deprived certain categories of persons, particularly adult
males, from joining their kin in the occupied territory.

b) Special Cases

The Israeli Government in a letter on 22 October 1967 set
forth a special procedure for cases considered worthy of priority
on compassionate grounds (mothers separated from their children,
old people with no support, etc.). However, in spite of the many
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overtures by the ICRC delegates to establish a quicker procedure,
the long time required by the Ministry of the Interior to examine
cases was sometimes hardly consistent with humanitarian require-
ments. Moreover, one-third of applications were refused although
they had been selected on the grounds of urgency.

The delegates also intervened in certain very urgent cases
(serious illness, death of a relative on the West Bank) for permits
authorizing short visits. They personally submitted cases of sick
persons residing outside the occupied territory wishing to go to
the hospital in Jerusalem, for instance, and who had no family
to submit their application to the Israeli authorities.

The ICRC delegation in Israel also saw to it that persons
residing west of the Jordan but stranded east of the river could
return to their homes even when they had lost their permit or
allowed it to expire.

Although the number of cases under this special procedure
was relatively few, the ICRC delegates spent a considerable part
of their time dealing with them.

2. The Gaza Strip and the Sinai

As in the other occupied territories, the June 1967 war sepa-
rated many families in Gaza and the Sinai, thousands of Palestinians
having fled to the west of the Suez Canal, and many Egyptians
were stranded in Gaza or the Sinai, suddenly separated from their
families.

In July 1967, the Gaza sub-delegation petitioned the military
authorities to allow Palestinians to join their families in the Gaza
Strip. On 26 July 1967, the occupation authorities communicated
the following decision to the ICRC: " Every Palestinian wishing
to rejoin his or her family in Gaza may lodge an application which
will be examined". Thereupon, the first series of applications
collected by the ICRC delegation in Cairo were submitted to the
occupying authorities. Two hundred were accepted and in November
of that year most of the applicants had rejoined their families
in Gaza.

On 22 February 1968, in view of the increasing number of
applications, the ICRC delegation in Israel again appealed to the
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Minister of Defence who stated that these family reunion operations
could continue provided the UAR authorities also agreed to allow
Egyptians in the Sinai to join their families in the UAR. It was
agreed that these reunions would not be based on strict numeric
reciprocity; the only condition stipulated was that the traffic be
two-way. Negotiations were undertaken in Cairo and the UAR
authorities gave their agreement.

The way being open, the ICRC delegations in Cairo and Tel-Aviv
arranged a procedure which is still applicable, namely:

Candidates fill an application form in the ICRC offices in Cairo,
El Arish and Gaza; through the intermediary of the ICRC the
forms in respect of Palestinians are sent to the delegations in Israel
and those relating to Egyptians are sent to the delegations in the
UAR. These applications are then submitted to the authorities
in each country who examine them before issuing authorizations
to return. The delegations in Cairo and Tel-Aviv inform each other
of the names of the persons so authorized to join their kin and
they also inform the persons themselves so that they may make
preparations to leave.

Every five to six weeks, the delegations, in co-operation with
the respective military authorities, organize a convoy of some
200 persons. Rendez-vous is fixed in El Qantara and on the
appointed day the Suez Canal for some 25 miles between Ismailia
and El Qantara is considered a neutral zone. At the agreed time the
two groups of people, one after another, cross the canal under
ICRC auspices and on the same day return to their familias either
in the Gaza Strip or on the western bank of the Suez Canal.

So far, some 5,500 persons have taken advantage of the family
reunion operations between the UAR and the Gaza Strip.

Negotiations were also undertaken to enable Palestinians in
countries other than the UAR to return to the Gaza Strip. The
case of some Palestinians in Jordan was submitted to the military
authorities in Gaza in July 1968 but in spite of the many overtures
to the authorities, no response has been received. Nevertheless,
the ICRC delegations in Amman and at Gaza, in the first months
of 1969, arranged the return of some 200 Palestinian children
who had been evacuated to the east of the Jordan when war broke
out and whose parents had remained in Gaza.
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3. Syria and the Golan Heights

As a result of the June 1967 war some 100,000 Syrians fled from
their homes on the Golan Heights to Damascus. At the beginning
of 1968 it was estimated, according to the ICRC sub-delegation
in Kuneitra, that the population on the Golan Heights comprised
6,848 Druzes, 388 other Moslems, 17 Christian Arabs and 5 Tcher-
kesses.

In 1967 and the beginning of 1968 the occupation authorities
permitted practically no one to return to the occupied Syrian
territory. However, in January 1969, the ICRC's efforts resulted
in the Israeli authorities' giving their agreement in principle. The
first family reunion operation took place in that same month
under ICRC auspices. It was followed by eight more until they
were suspended on 15 June 1969. Following further negotiations,
they were resumed in January 1970. By 31 May 1970 more than
600 persons had been able to join their families on the Golan Heights.

IV. Deportations and Population Movements

/. Deportations

Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention forbids for any
motive whatsoever the deportation of protected persons from
occupied territories. The ICRC is in no position to say whether
allegations of expulsion during and immediately after hostilities are
founded. On the other hand, its delegates have subsequently
observed many cases of deportations outside of the occupied
territories of Golan and the West Bank of the Jordan.

a) Golan Heights

The Moslem population of the Golan Heights, estimated to be
110,000 persons before the June war, was about 8,000 shortly after
it, 1,000 people then being resident in Kuneitra. On 31 May 1970
the Arab population of Kuneitra was no more than 11 persons.

Consistent with the general principles of humanitarian law and
particularly with Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention,
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the ICRC delegation in Israel, as early as 1967, several times
attempted to put a stop to the various kinds of pressure exerted
to force the remaining Arab inhabitants of the Golan Heights
to leave for other parts of Syria.

The ICRC delegate in Kuneitra made numerous contacts with
the military Government in the region. The head of the ICRC
delegation had several interviews on the subject at the Ministries
of Foreign Affairs and Defence. The official Israeli position was
confirmed in writing on 7 April 1968, namely that the occupation
forces were doing nothing to induce the population to leave the
territory or to stay. The Government stated that there had been
no deportations but voluntary departures which were understand-
able since there was no prospect of a normal life in the near future
for the remaining families.

b) West Bank of the Jordan

Deportations from the West Bank of the Jordan recorded
by ICRC delegates in Israel have all been mentioned in official
publications issued by the Israeli authorities. These deportations,
to the Eastern Bank of the Jordan, were of individuals accused
of political activities hostile to the Occupying Power. The number
of persons involved is about 80.

In this case too the head of the ICRC delegation in Israel made
efforts to intervene, the main steps he took being as follows:

In November 1968 he emphasized that the recent deportation
of ten persons was a breach of the Fourth Geneva Convention.
The Israeli authorities replied that the persons concerned had been
engaged in political activities detrimental to the interests of the
State, that they would have been interned if they had not been
deported and that of the two possibilities the second was the
more humane; furthermore, it was not a case of deportation since
the persons expelled were Jordanian citizens transferred to non-
occupied Jordanian territory. The ICRC made it clear that it
did not consider that interpretation to be consistent with the
terms of article 49 of the Fourth Convention.

In January 1969 the problem of deportation was again debated
but the standpoints adopted remained unchanged.

In May 1969, the head of the ICRC delegation handed to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs letters, which he supported, from two
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women deportees asking for permission to return to the West Bank
of the Jordan. These requests had been based on a statement
by the Ministry of Defence on 20 November 1968 that every appli-
cation to return would be taken into consideration provided the
applicants renounced, in writing, all political activity. After the
negative response of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, these cases
were submitted to the military authorities which also replied
negatively.

c) Gaza Strip

In July 1968 the population of Gaza complained to the ICRC
delegation that pressure was being brought to bear on refugees
in the UNRWA camp to induce them to settle east of the Jordan.
After on-the-spot enquiries, the head of the ICRC delegation asked
that the offices in the refugee camps which granted subsidies to
voluntary emigrants should be closed. The Israeli authorities re-
plied that, in view of the misunderstandings just mentioned,
those offices would be closed.

2. Transfer of Populations within Occupied Territories

Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention does not authorize
an Occupying Power to evacuate any or all of a region unless the
" security of the population or imperative military reasons so
demand ". It also stipulates that the persons thus removed shall
be provided with proper accommodation.

a) West Bank of the fordan

aa) Removal of Inhabitants from the Al Sharaf District of ferusalem.
— In April 1968 the Israeli authorities warned the inhabitants of
the Al Sharaf district that their homes were to be expropriated
against compensation. The ICRC sub-delegation in Jerusalem en-
quired thoroughly into the conditions of expropriation and transfer
affecting some 670 families, or 3,500 persons.

In March 1969, the ICRC delegation learnt that most of the
persons transferred had accepted the compensation. Consequently
the delegation had no cause to intervene.

bb) Evacuation of 5 houses in the old town of ferusalem, in fune 1969.
— The Israeli Government stated that this evacuation had been
decided for security reasons, that it was a temporary measure,
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and that the families would be allowed to return to their homes once
security arrangements had been completed. The ICRC sub-dele-
gation in Jerusalem verified that all the families affected were
re-housed and compensated.

cc) Beit Sahour. — The delegation having been informed by the
local population during the winter of 1969-1970 that the occupation
authorities intended to expropriate a large part of the village
of Beit Sahour, near Jerusalem, for military reasons, it intervened
at various levels to induce the authorities to reduce to the maximum
the area which they claimed it was essential for them to expropriate
for military reasons.

dd) Kirbit Beit Zacharia. — Information was received that the
Israeli authorities had decided to requisition an area of 1,345
" dunams " in the territory called Etzion in the hills near Hebron
in the occupied West Bank, and to expropriate another 860 du-
nams in the same territory. These two measures therefore in-
volved about 550 acres. The 860 dunam plot of land is inhabited by
80 Arabs who live in 10 houses and some small buildings—55 rooms
in all—and who live on the product of the soil.

The ICRC delegation in Israel, to which the problem was sub-
mitted by the local population on 16 October 1969 intervened
several times with the Israeli authorities. It also made several
visits to the Kirbit Beit Zacharia inhabitants threatened with
expulsion and met the lawyer appointed by them for the defence
of their interests.

The object of these preliminary steps was to obtain full informa-
tion and enquire into the military or other reasons for the action
envisaged. This last point has still not been clarified and will be
pursued further by the ICRC. On 31 May 1970, the inhabitants
of this village were still in their own homes.

b) Sinai

aa) Inhabitants of El Qantara-East. — At the end of 1968 the
town of El Qantara was almost daily under fire and the occupation
authorities decided to evacuate 855 inhabitants to El Arish. The
ICRC delegation in Israel was notified of this transfer which took
place on 8 January 1969. The ICRC delegates were present when
the people evacuated reached El Arish and they verified that the
voyage had been carried out under reasonable conditions. They
observed that the persons were rehoused in a satisfactory manner.
They also arranged for the occupation authorities to help some
of the families. In addition the occupation authorities generally
found for the heads of the displaced families work comparable to
that which they had had in El Qantara.
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bb) Displaced Bedouins. — At the beginning of 1969, thirteen
Bedouin tribes from the western part of the Sinai were removed
for military security reasons without the ICRC's having been in-
formed. The number of persons involved was about 3,200.

As soon as they learnt of this operation, the ICRC delegates
visited the displaced Bedouins whose living conditions they ob-
served to be unsatisfactory. The ICRC delegation advocated their
return to where they had come from and asked that their condi-
tions be improved. On 3 March 1969 the Military Governor of
North Sinai was asked to see to it that their water supply was
improved, that they received food, and that they recovered the
personal effects which they had been unable to take with them.
The delegation also asked permission to provide them with tents
and blankets.

As a result of these efforts some of the Bedouins recovered their
personal effects, the military authorities putting a lorry at their
disposal. Moreover, nine of the thirteen tribes were authorized to
return temporarily to the area they had come from in order to
tend their date-palms. In May 1969, eight of the tribes were per-
mitted to return definitively to the regions where they had pre-
viously lived. The five remaining tribes are now in receipt of food
from the Israeli Ministry of Social Affairs. The ICRC delegation
in 1969, provided them with 40 tarpaulins and 800 blankets.
These same Bedouins were also included in the distribution of
700 tons of foodstuffs in August 1969 in the Sinai. The delegation
is continuing its efforts nevertheless with a view to improving the
living conditions of these tribes who have not yet been authorized
to return to the land which they had to leave.

cc) Expropriation at Shaikh Zuwaid. — Some 40 families living near
the village of Shaikh Zuwaid received notice to quit their homes
in the beginning of 1969. The occupation authorities invoked
security to justify this displacement of the population. The ICRC
delegation intervened several times with the military authorities
to ensure that this transfer was effected in conformity with the
provisions of article 49 of the Fourth Convention. The problem has
still not been settled, as the people concerned refuse compensation.
dd) Expropriation at El Mansoura. — In July 1969, the ICRC
delegation learnt from the local population that some 1,000 persons
living at El Mansoura were to be removed from an area of some
12 to 15 square miles, a third of which was under cultivation.

The ICRC delegates immediately visited the persons due to
be evacuated. On 9 July 1969 the head of the delegation asked that
the area from which they were to be removed be restricted to the
size strictly required for security reasons and that arrangements be
made for their satisfactory re-housing and compensation.
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The occupation authorities replied in writing on 24 July 1969
that they would indemnify and help the inhabitants of the El
Mansoura region to find new land. At present, all these people
are grouped outside the evacuated area, the extent of which has
been considerably reduced.

ee) Palestinians in the Sinai. — In 1969, for security reasons,
three groups of Gaza Palestinians, respectively 3, 10 and 6 persons,
were temporarily exiled and placed in assigned residence in the
Sinai. The ICRC delegate visited them and enquired into their
living conditions. The necessary improvements were requested,
on the basis of articles 78 and 39 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.
Reports on these visits were conveyed to the Detaining Power
and to the persons' own Government.

3. Conclusions

The absence of a Protecting Power and the Israeli Government's
guarded attitude to the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Con-
vention have resulted, inter alia, in the occupation authorities'
spontaneously notifying the ICRC of their decisions to transfer
protected populations only in the case of El Qantara-East.

When intervening for strictly humanitarian reasons in situations
to which article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention applies,
the ICRC was concerned only with problems directly affecting the
living conditions of protected persons. It is for that reason that
it did not intervene when the Occupying Power transferred some
of its own civilian population to the occupied territories unless
such transfers were immediately detrimental to the Arab residents.

[To be continued]
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